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Perspective
Existing for today leadership theories don’t provide clear

understanding of leadership phenomenon and it is not a scientific term
with a formal, standardized definition [1]. The theories are discussing
all aspects of leadership from the “Great man”, to charismatic leaders’
divine inspiration of followers. Scholars investigated personality traits
of best leaders, developed situational theory, and most discussed till
today Transactional-Transformational Leadership theory [2-6]. All of
these theories looped round but we still have no consistent definition
of the leadership phenomenon and no answer on the core question-
why subordinates following the leader? Currently this question is
answered similarly as century before. At Carlyle’s time it was divine
inspiration, today it is inspiration motivation of followers [6]. If
inspiration is key leading power, how to bag inspiration? Is it possible
to lead without inspiration? Is it possible to lead by simple punishment
and reward strategy as described in transactional leadership theory?
How to distinct persuasion techniques, stereotypes, paid labor practice
from pure leadership power?

Question: What is the core power of the leader which allows him to
lead and direct others?

Main problem of this study is over mixing of the leadership
phenomenon. Leaders could use social influence technics which are
well studied by social psychologist: the Milgram Obedience
Experiment, Asch Conformity Experiment, Stanford Prison
Experiment [7-9]. Persuasion technics could also been used in leading
and directing others, for example: Cognitive Dissonance Theory, Low-
ball, Foot-in-the-door, and number of technics, described in the
Cialdini’s book of influence [10,11]. Data from researches, performed
in the organizational settings, erodes by paid labor nature of
organizations, mixing management and leadership, formal power and
orders. Getting answer on this research question will help scientific
community distinguish core leadership phenomenon for the further
investigating and conceptualization.

Method

Most cited leadership theories will be researched and coded
accordantly to mixed influence and persuasion phenomenon. All
founded codes would be categorized by classic studies on influence and
persuasion topics. Uncategorized codes would be analyzed more
detailed to find out core leadership influence. At this stage we will have

a diagram with overlapping cycles and would be able to narrow our
research focus.

On this stage I will try to investigate leadership not in business or
academic setting. To eliminate factors such formal authority and paid
hierarchical structure. For this purpose I am going to use a gaming
community, for example World of Warcraft, where gamer’s voluptuary
join teams (guilds) and following guild leaders. The study is going to be
in form of survey with several closed questions such role (leader or
follower), maturity, experience and control questions-age, gender.
Main survey question would be open-ended-please describe your
experience in team playing, why you joining a guild and what is your
benefit of following (or directing) others. By coding and categorizing
answers I will have some ideas of core meaning of leadership for
followers and leaders.

Last data set for the grounded theory study I chose social
organizations from animal world. By analyzing and categorizing
knowledge of purpose of leadership in animal social organization I
hope I could update my understanding of the complex phenomenon
and by extrapolating these findings back to the human organizations
I’ll have a chance to finalize the theory.
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